Bulk conductivity of soft surface layers: experimental measurement and electrokinetic implications.
Conductivity measurements were carried out on a family of polyacrylamide-co-sodium acrylate gels cross-linked with N,N'-methylenebisacrylamide in a homemade electrokinetic cell. The conductivity data allowed the equilibrium Donnan potential difference between the bulk gel and the bulk electrolyte solution to be estimated at various ionic strengths. The data were fit to a simple model assuming full dissociation of functional groups as well as to a more complete model (Dukhin, S. S.; Zimmerman, R.; Werner, C. J. Colloid Interface Sci. 2004, 274, 309) that accounts for the weak electrolyte nature of the acrylate groups fixed within the gel structure. The conductivity of the gel layers was observed to be significantly larger than the conductivity of the bulk electrolyte solutions at low ionic strengths. The increased conductivity reflects the enhanced concentration of ions within the gel structure due to Donnan equilibrium and the mobility of ions within the high water content gel layers. The electrokinetic implications of the bulk conductivity of gel-like soft surface layers are discussed in terms of the influence of the gel conductance on the resulting streaming potential.